
Dear Jin, 
	 1/2/76 

I'll be able to get the CBS show from Baltimore. La checked the schedule. and 
I've completed today's packaging, rather large for the holidays. One of the interesting 
manifoatatione is perhaps the highest percentage of reorders on PM. Soma come that way 

initially, for two, one to be autogrealeed. Others write back for added copies. But they 
are ready for the mailnan and there remain a couple of minutes before the show. 

fly real purpose in writing,leet fet interrupted, is to suggest that you read 
today's Pest's iuterprepatioa of what the CBS claim is to no prior meaningful in. 
veetigatione I've saved it if you mieeed it. Haken two out of two. 

I had not time to eae any attention to news todey. All I did with the Tines is 
clip and fill that story. I didn't stop for lunch. So, the Angola story was news to as 
Until I caught a word or so on the TV news. (Don't look at that mornings any more, 
generally.) Beni  reed  ee of a couple of people I know who arc expert in soldiers of 
fortune, eoecenaries, etc. So, I thought I'd cal Ho. It was about El p.m. 

His boy said he was asleep so I said not to awaken him. 

Vio could bo sick. He's lost a great amount of weight, about a third. 

But I couldn't help thinking -:gybe it vas diplomatic, that he anticipated an 
angry call and tipped the kid off. 

If I didn't like him, despite the =bivalence over some parts of the story where 
ordinarily he could have used some influence, I'd have dropped him a short note tailing  

him how exhauetiee using the pitchfork can be, eepecially for so long, and with chickens 
the stuff is no wet a scoop is better. That even watching it can b tiring. But I 
didnAt. And wont. 

When I talked to you about using tee alligator-clip plug I gave you toniejet you 
mentioned something about an improvement. It didn't register. Bow over, if there is 
nothing ermine with your set (TI) I'd urge you to put the eoney is a good aerial, a deed 
instalation and a rotor for turning it. You may still have trouble with 26, but the chancee 
are you would not with 23, Annapolis, which carries much the same proetendeng. Or 53. 
You might find that by turning the aerial you could get 26 bouncing off the aparttentbouse 
accrose the street. And you should be able to get all the Baltimore VHF stations. On news 
there is an advantage. You can, in tin order, get ABC and me from zeltimore and still 
get CBS from Washington, all beeennieg 6 p.m. 

The addreee of the authorised Sony service Les Weit:en gave ee is 9358 Holton 
Lane, Langley Park 20783 (439-3500). 

Beet, 


